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NEW!

• Sophisticated Technology
•  Precise Measurement
•  Simple to Use
•  Increased Customer Satisfaction
•  Water Tight Operation cartridge
•  Measures Varying Flow Rate

•  Elegant & Unobtrusive
•  Reset/Test Button
•  Assures Top Performance for
     the rated lifespan of 
     purification cartridges and
 mudules

ACCUFLOW BENEFITS/FEATURES

> Orange Light
      Rinse Cycle - First Gallon

> Green Light
      Purification Cycle

> Orange Light
      Warning - 100 Gallons Remaining

> Red Light
      Notice - Change Cartridge

ACCUFLOW™

PURIFICATION DEVICE OPTIMIZER

Introducing ACCUFLOW™ sensor, an innovative, highly 
accurate, flow rate and flow volume monitoring device. 
ACCUFLOW provides maximum effectiveness and value in the 
use of all X-1 through X-2 model General Ecology® purifiers.

Accumulating flow rate information every 100 milliseconds, Accumulating flow rate information every 100 milliseconds, 
ACCUFLOW sensor updates an integral micro computer and 
status display every second as water is purified. Consumers 
view the results of these sophisticated measurements in the 
form of an elegantly straightforward, single LED light. 
Sophisticated yet simple, ACCUFLOW is another great 
innovation from General Ecology, Inc., the performance 
leader in POU water purification.leader in POU water purification.

* Independently certified to meet EPA Guide Standard Protocol for
   Microbiological Purifiers to remove cysts, bacteria, and viruses.

 Independently certified to meet NSF/ANSI Standard 53, (Health Effects) for accuracy. 

patent pending

SEAGULL®IV X-2KF with

Sophisticated Simplicity 
for Optimal Purification*
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Purification effectiveness, especially for chemical contaminants, is closely related to the quantity of water 
processed. ACCUFLOW sensor, an innovative, highly accurate, flow rate and volume monitoring device 
provides maximum effectiveness and value to General Ecology® consumers. Presently, Seagull IV X-1, X-2K 
and X-21D models will employ ACCUFLOW Purification Device Optimizer. Water pressure and flow rates 
vary almost constantly. Basic "filter life" devices on the market today, either simply count time indicating 
replacement after so many months or accumulate flow at a fixed rate. Accordingly, with these devices, 
consumers easily can under-use or significantly over-use beyond specified capacities. Unlike nominal 
"filter life" devices, ACCUFLOW measures varying flow rates every 10 milliseconds with an updated 
display every second flow takes place. This sophisticated technology provides customers with a 
precise status of the Seagull IV purification cycle, increasing consumer confidence, value 
and satisfaction with General Ecology technology. 
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Increased Customer Satisfaction
Customers provided with precise measurement of purification cycle. 
Increased confidence in "Structured Matrix" technology. 
Available for retrofit and authorized 3 line faucets.

Sophisticated Technology
Measures varying flow rate with a full flow 7,700 rpm sensor. Accumulates flow 
rate information every 10 milliseconds, updating display every second of water 
purification. Sensor goes dormant to conserve power when water flow stops.

Improved Communication with Customers
Easier instructions to dealers, sub-distributors and customers. Notice to 
re-order cartridge automatically provided.

Simple Use
Elegantly simple single LED light display. Easy battery replacement. 
Worldwide color recognition for LED light display: green (go), red (stop). 
Replacement battery furnished with each replacement cartridge.
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LED LightBattery Tray/Battery
Reset/Test Button

ACCUFLOW™

Water, along with the air we breathe is often described as our most valuable resource, a resource essentially the same in 
quantity since Earth's conception. Yet today, water supports the lives of billions of people together with industrial, 
agricultural and recreational use as well as nourishing the many other life forms of the Earth's ecosystem. This increasingly
complex and crowded world causes increasingly complex and extensive contamination of water sources. Advanced 
technology permits smaller and smaller trace quantity detection levels to be measured in relation to the quality and health
of human life. In response, General Ecology, Inc. has developed ACCUFLOW sensor to provide consumers with better 
controls to optimize the purification value of their Seagull® IV drinking water purifiers.  


